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I. INTAOOUCTION 

1. The Regional Activity Centre for fi'editerranean Specially Protected Areas (RACISPA) was 
established in Tunis in 1985 to facilitate i~~pl~~~~mtation of the provisions of the Protocol 
concerning Specially Protected Areas. The Protocol was adopted in Geneva in 1982 under the t.,. 
of the Convention for the Protection of the fi'editerranean SH against Pollution (see annex 1 for 11 
s_..ry of the events leading up to the approv111 of this project). 

Z. The long tem objective of the Centre and of this project is •to help pra10te the 
development of a network of protected ~aarine 11nd coastal areas and to encourage region~~l 
cooperation in thls field •• •. The short tenn objectives are to collect and 11nalyze info,..tion 
on fi'editerranean protected 11reas; to facilitate the exchange of infor111tion on n.tion~~l efforts 
related to marine and coastal protected areas; to assist governaents in i11pl.entation of the 
protocol; to cooperate with other elements of the fi'editerranean Action Plan; to organize training 
and to stimulate additional investment for the establishment of priority protected areas. It is 
asstllled that an additional, although unstated, objective was to strengthen institutions and 
capabilities related to protected areas in Tunisia. The 1985 Genoa Declaration of the Contr11cting 
Parties ...,lified the objectives by establishing specific targets for the creation of addition~~l 
protected areas of both natural and historic interest (see annex II for a ~lete statement of 
the objectives of the project). 

3. In 1981 at their meeting in Cannes the Contracting Parties decided that the regional 
activity centres should operate as •national institutions with (a) regional role assigned to thai 
by the Contracting Parties• and defined some of the conditions relating to their funding and 
staffing. That decision has had an impact on the establishment and operation of RAC/SPA. 

4. The project doct~~~ent for the support of the Centre was first drafted early in 1983 and 
finally signed in September, 1984. A subsidiary agreement with IUCN to provide essential 
scientific and technical support was signed in March, 1985. April, 1985 can be considered as the 
effective starting date for the scheduling of inputs and activities (see annex Ill for details of 
Project Ooct~~~ents and their Revisions and Agreements with IUCN). 

5. This independent, in-depth evaluation has been undertaken to ascertain if the Centre which 
the project supports is satisfactorily meeting the requirements of the Specially Protected Areas 
Protocol (see annex IV for tenms of reference for the evaluation). 

6. In making this evaluation, meetings were held in Nairobi with officials of the Environment 
Fund, .OCA/PAC and the Follow-up and Evaluation Unit, in Gland with the International Union for the 
Conservation of Nature (IUCN), in Athens with officers of the Coordinating Unit for the 
fi'editerranean Action Plan (PIEDU) and in Tunis with the Director and staff of RACISPA (see Annex IV 
for itinerary for the Mission and list of persons interviewed). Reports of the Centre (see Annex Y 
for list), correspondence files at Nairobi. Gland, Athens and ·the Centre, publications and other 
relevant documents were reviewed. 
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II. aJICWSIOIS 

1. A s-ry of the conclusions of. the evalution follows. 

(i) The broad concept of the project responds appropriately to the Specially Protected 
Areas Protocol and to the expressed needs of the countries of the region. Considering the short 
period during which it has been in active operation and its very .. ll staff, its accailplisa.ents 
to date are ,...rUble. The tasks with which RACISPA has been charged will require a long-ter. 
progr- to KCCIIIplish. _SUbject to the reca•undations that follow, the Centre should continue 
to operate within the foreseeable future. 

(U) Not enough attention was given to the process of establishing RAC/SPA. It took an 
inordinate length of ti• to do so; the responsibilities of the several partners in the activity 
wre not defined with sufficient clarity and detail; and the early operations of the Centre wre 
not IIOI'Iitored closely enough. (See paras. 10, ll, 25-28, 33, 34, 36; Annex I, paras. 1-8; and 
Annex VI, paras. 6-8). 

(Ui) IUCN's provision of scientific advice as a contribution to the' definition of the 
Centre's objectives and the devel~t of its work progr- has bMn invaluable and 
indispensable. The arrane-nts .ade by IUCN for the services of scientific staff and for their 
technical supervision have been fully satisfactory. Without IUCN's collaboration nothing would 
have been aCCCIIIIPliShed. (See Annex I, paras. 6-7; Annex Ill, paras. 6-9). 

(iv) The Centre provides Tunis with an opportunity to enhance its international prestige 
in respect of •rine science and conservation, but the Tunisian contribution to RACISPAS has been 
limited and unsatisfactory. Not enough time and attention have been given to day-to-day direction 
of its activities; local administrative support has been inadequate. (See paras. 27-31; 37, 38, 
41; Annex VI, paras. 6-8; Annex VIII). 

(v) UNEP's procedures for a•inistration of the project, which clearly affect the 
operation of the Centre, are ti• cons•ing and expensive: too •ny de facto responsibility 
centres are involved. (See para. 35). 

(vi) The Project Doc.-nt and Revisions, particularly those parts relating to outputs 
and work plans, were not prepared with sufficient care. Because of internal inconsistencies, they 
do not constitute a c~lete and readily understandable basis for evaluation. (See paras. 42-48). 

(vii) In view of the delay in getting the project underway, it is understandable that not 
all the areas of proposed activity have been tackled. Little effort has been devoted so far to 
developing cooperation with JIEOIIOL, sending Missions to countries to assist in the selection, 
establishment and •nage~~ent of protected areas, or to the broad fields of education, training, 
inforwtion and ~nication. (See paras. 20, 21, 22; Annex VI, paras. 25-34). 

(viii) The use to be ... of publications resulting fraM the Centre's work has not been 
carefully considered nor have precise plans been .ade for translation and distribution of 
publtcations. (See paras. 13-16; Annex VI, paras. 10-18). 

Ill. ~aJIIIEJIMTJONS 

8. Eleven ~ndations whicb refer specifically to the operation of RAC/SN are followed b1 
three which are Mlde as a consequence of the ftndings with respect to MC/SPA but are also of 110re 

general application. 

(t) The objectives of the project should be -nded b1 ..dding the foll.-,ing: •to 
strengthen national institutions Md caplbilities tn the llost country thro8glt transfer of 
technology, training and .:tive invol~t i• la....-scale regional . .:tiwities. • 
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(ii) The Gove,......t of Tunisi• should be given •ll possible encour.-ent •nd support in 
stepping up its contributions to the oper•tion of RACISPA, but the following .:tions should be 
considered •s conditions to be •t if MCISPA is to continue to oper•te in Tunisi•: 

C•) The Tunisi•n uthorities should be .sked to I'KIIinate • qulified person who 
would sene as • full ti• Director of RACISPA. 

(b) The Tunisi•n •uthorities should be asked to up-grade the COMMUnications 
senices and Mike IIDre s..-ce av•ilMle to RACISPA. 

(c) The Tunisi•n •uthorities should be uked to arrange illllediately for •ppropriate 
international status for the Centre's internationally recruited st•ff. 

(iii) A Memorandul of Agree~~ent containing a detailed and CCIIIIPrehensive stateMent of the 
responsibilities of all the organizations and offices involved and reflecting the actions noted •s 
essenti•l in Recaaendation ii (a), (b) and (c) above should be drawn up i..ectiately to cover the 
operations of RAC/SPA. This should be drafted by PIEDU, cleared by DCAIPAC •nd the Fund •nd signed 
by the Minister of Foreign Aff•irs of Tunis and by MEDU as the agent of the Contracting P•rties. 

I 

(iv) UNEP should give serious consideration to si.,lifying the ~inistr•tive procedures 
that govern the execution of the project. The most pr011ising approach would likely be by 
delegating responsibility for transferring funds between budget lines to PIEDU. 

(v) The ca..-bility of the Centre should be increased so that it .ay give increasing 
..,t~asis to those elements of the work progr_. that have not yet received significant •ttention 
(see Conclusion 7. above). This is IIIOSt i111p0rtant if a serious effort is to be MICie to support 
countries in reaching the targets set out in the Genoa Declaration. This will require increasing 
the funds available so that at least all planned full-time positions may be filled, and several 
.cliln term consultancies arranged. 

(vi) As a matter of urgency, MEDU, in collaboration with officers of RACISPA, should 
draw up a comprehensive, well considered plan for the production and distribution of publications, 
including those such as the Directory and the popular booklet that are now close to the end of the 
pipeline. 

(vii) IUCN's role in providing scientific advice and support should continue, but a 
determined effort should be made to arrange that an increasing share of the scientific and 
technical work be undertaken by nationals of countries fran developing countries in the Region. 

(viii) The project and the Centre should be evaluated again in 1991. Particular attention 
should be given to assessing the effects of i...,lementing the recCIIIIIendations of this evaluation 
and to evaluating progress in reaching the Genoa Declaration Targets, which are for 1995. 

Genera 1 Rec011111endat ions 

(i) The establishnent of any new institution requ1r1ng the support of the Enviror.ent 
Fund or a Trust Fund acbinistered by UNEP should be the subject of a Memorandtll of Agree.ent which 
would carefully detail the responsibilities of all the par.tners. · 

(ii) During their first year of .~peration, institutions estMlished with the support of 
a UNEP-acministered Fund should be visited at least twice by 11issions_ to ensure that _,.tng 
problems are detected and resolved and thai appropriate administrative procedures are being 
followed. 

(iii) Project docunents should be pre.,.red with greater care and consistency; work 
progr_..s should be realistically scheduled. A project doc~~~ent should record the date of 
pre.,.ration and the name of the person who pre.,.red it. 
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IV. MAUSIS 

9. lnf.,...tion Mliich provt.- tM basts for the follcllring analysts of perf~ Md 
uses-t of acllt..-.nts IPPM" i• Annex VI: Sc:Mduling of IIPUts Md Activities Md 
Production of OUtputs; Annex VII: Costs; Md Annex VIII: Staff. 

( 1) Effectiveness and 18!1ct 

10. The concept of a protected areas neba'k _,ld have hlld greater i~~P~Ct. if tM leld tt.e 
for the esUblist.ent of the Centre hlld been shorter Md the -- gaMNted at tM 19n 
Expert's Meeting on fllediterraneu ftarine Parks Md Wetluds •inuined. I• f..:t, tt was seven 
YH" after tMt .. ting thAt the project ~t WIS signed. It ws late in 1985, _.. tMn 
another YHr later. before MCISPA could be CORStdered operatiOMl. lily sho81d there bne been 
such del~ It .ay Mve been •inly becMse the c:onc:ept ts a ..., one ud the COIIDtrtes involved 
Mve signiftcutly different cMr.cteristics Md trMitions. lever before hlld t11ere been a f.,...l 
intern.tiOMl ..,e .. nt to c:aaperate in the esUbltst.ent ud .......-t of protected af'81s 
pri•rtly through the ..chui• of a utiOMl centre trith u interMtiOMl role.. s.. of the del., 
WIS .,..,.,..,ly ineviUble. The sequence of five intergov.,....tal -.lings a.hich ..,.. required 
before the Protocol could fiully be Mopted took pl.ce between 1919 ud 1982 ud could surcely 
Mve been .ccelerated. But the del., thAt occurred during the latter ,.rt of the ......,.rator, pMse 
lright Mve been reduced. Arrang-.nts for the esUblist.ent of the Centre wre alreldy the subject 
of correspondence between UNEP and the Tunisiu Mthorittes in 1981, and one cu only conclude 
tMt the ,.ss.ge of over three yan between f0n11l .,.,_al of the c:onc:ept at the 
intergove,.....tal level And signing of the project doc_..t indiutes thAt the •tter WIS not 
given sufficiently high priority b,y UNEP or the Tunisian Authorities during tMt period. 

ll. The del., in fin.lly getting the project prepAred And signed WIS followed b,y further del.,s 
in its i..,l.-ntation (dult with in the section on Efficiency, below). As A result, RACISPA's 
substantive Activities got under IMY slowly and there Ms not yet been ti• for their 
effectiveness And i_,.ct to be fully felt. 

12. In generAl tew., RAe/SPA's ACtivities Mve included the collection and dissaain.tion of 
inf0n11tion; arrang-.nts for intergoven.ental And expert consultations; undertaking resorch and 
investigation. pr01110tion and extension work and training. lndiuton of the effectiveness and 
i..,act of those activities include, as concrete outputs. publiutions and a data bank, and. as 
outputs tMt 1111 be less tangible and therefore less osy to assess. the consequences of 
consultations And training and the beneficial results of the process of ACCUMUlating inforMation 
and preparing docu.nts for publication. 

Publiutions 

13. Several publiutions were planned. These were (1) Criteria. Plethods and Guidelines for the 
Selection, Establishllent and ttan.a-nt of ttarine and Coastal Protected Areas in the 
Plediterranean. (2) a Directory of Specially Protected Areas in the fllediterranean. (3) a popular 
booklet on the SPA Centre and progr- and (4) separate publications on the results of five case 
studies. 

14. .A bilingual booklet on the Guidelines and Criteria was published in an edition of 500 
copies b,y RAe/SPA in Decellber, 1987. It is adequate for its purposes but the English ~rt lacks 
the foreword and introduction which appor in French. During the coune of its preparation the 
text WIS reviewed b,y u inf0n11l group of experts drawn fn. throughout the region and b,y the 
n.tiOMl foul points on Specially Protected Areas at their .. ting in June. 1987; it WIS also 
noted b,y the .. ting of ContrACting Parties held in Septellber. 1987. Circulation within the 
nebork-Ms led to requests for aclclitional copies and Ms probably had SCIIIIething to do with recent 
requests for country •bsions b,y the scientific expert to advise on practiul appliution of the 
guidelines. The ct.lnd for the booklet already exceeds the supply. 

15. Publiution of the Directory Ms been long delayed, to a signifiunt extent beuuse the 
countries of the region Mve not been prc1111pt in subnritting their contributions and corrections to 
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the draft. The content, wMch is now virtually in final fona, is excellent. RACISPA plans to 
publish the English version, CCIIIPlete with indicative IIIPS. in Septalber 1• and the French in 
flarch, 1989. A cad»ined run of 500 to 1000 copies was .antioned. Budgetary provision is $ 4500: a 
sil!lple, unillustrated fonMt is planned. This will be adequate for the use of bureaucrats and 
biologists, but given the growing popularity of touri• to natural and cultural sites, the 
attractiveness of 111ny such sites in the region and the easy access fn11 the -.Jor population 
centres of Europe, the possibility of a publication that would serve the needs of a wider audience 
should be considered. Preparation of the Directory has been a useful process apart fi'CII its 
concrete result in that it has involved interaction between the Centre and the national focal 
points and through that process has heightened awareness and sti•lated new thinking. 

16. Publication of the popular booklet has been delayed until all the data required for the 
Directory have been accllllllated. This has been the case only during the last few .,.,ths. The 
booklet has been characterized as s0111ething to engage the interest of decision •kers and extend 
understanding of the SPA Centre and its progr_. among interested persons in the region. It will 
have colour illustrations and although it will have fewer pages the fo,_t will be COI!Iparable to 
the booklet The Mediterranean Action Plan, issued by OCA/PAC and PIEDU in Septalber, 1985. The 
French text and illustrations are ready and while the source of funds' for publication is not 
clear, PIEDU hopes to publish 3000 copies of a French edition in Septeilllber, 1•. An English text 
can be available by flarch, 1989, but plans for its publication are not well advanced. It s.-s 
reasonable to expect that this publication will have a beneficial i~ct, but if that is to be so 
it will be necessary to draw up a detailed plan for the distribution of both language versions. 

Data Base 

11. Basic to all RAC/SPAs other activities has been the establishment of a data base on 
existing protected areas, which is to be uP-dated from time to time and expanded to include a 
bibliography, infonnation on proposed and potential protected areas and a list of experts. The 
data base on existing protected areas and the bibliography are on diskettes and are readily 
available. The network of experts exists and has already done good work in support of the Centre's 
progr ..... 

Research 

18. Mission oriented research, undertaken in the first instance to complement the Guidelines 
but clearly also of broader usefulness, has taken the fonn of five case studies the results of 
which were made available as working documents for the meeting of national focal points in 1987. 
The research was of good quality; the results should be published in a fonn that would make theM 
more broadly and readily available. 

Consultations 

19. Consultations organized by RAC/SPA have had to do with preparation of the Guidelines - an 
expert group dealt with that topic in January, 1987- and the conservation of monk seals - an 
expert meeting was convened in January, 1988. The consultation on the Guidelines was 10st useful 
and, as noted, the Guidelines have been pub 1 i shed. As a resu 1 t of SOllie care 1 essness in the 
invitation procedure, the results of the monk seal consultation have not been well accepted. This 
i-s unfortunate since they seem to be unexceptionable in substantive tei"'IS. This difficulty wiJl 
have to be overcome by careful diplcnacy. 

Technical Assistance 

20. Country missions for the provision of technical assistance have just begun. In view of the 
general delay in getting the project underway, they could not have been expected to start sooner. 
It is too soon to assess the results of this work but it is clear that it is already being well 
received. 
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Edugtion. Trainina. lnfo,.tion and ca.aniCAtion 

21. Activities in the fields of educAtion, training, info,.tion and CCIIIIIUniCAtion are, with 
the exception of the Newsletter, too little developed to warrant a..nt other than to repeat what 
has alreAdy been noted, ..-ely that delAY in estAblishing effective direction and acbinistration 
of the Centre has delAyed f~~ple~~entation of its substantive progr ... The Newsletter is a worthy 
first effort and CAn be expected to illlpf'OVe. 

22. Ulti•tely it is the est.bl tse.nt of additional, high priority protected areas in the 
countries of the flediterrannn region ud the quAlity of their •nage~~~mt that will indiCAte the 
effectiveness and reflect te-e i~~pact of the Centre, and of this project. Given the limited staff 
that has been available to MC/SPA and the ti• that CAn be expected to pass before assistance to 
gove.....,.ts is reflected in govem~ental action, it is still too soon for any such indications to 
be apparent. If the Centre CAn at least keep up its present pace of activity, it would be 
reasonable to look for such indiCAtions about four years frca now. 

(2) Relevance of the Project 

23. The concept of the project and the broad lines of its design respond well to the 
require~~~ents of the SPA Protocol. There is a clear line of descent frca the require~~~ents stated or 
iiiiPlicit in the articles of the Protocol, through the draft list of activities proposed for 
RAC/SPA by IUCN, to the objectives of the project as drafted in 1983 and agreed in 1984. 

24. The Genoa Declaration of 1985, with its unequiVOCAl stata.nt of ...,itious goals for the 
est.blise.nt of protected areas, provided a clear reaffi,.tion of the relevance of the SPA 
prograae. This arose, of course, frca the ever 110re widely held realization that increasing 
population growth and development in the Mediterranean littoral demand greater efforts to conserve 
the natural and cultural heritage of the region. This thelle continues to be reiterated in a 
broader context in such ~ts as the Report of the World ec..tssion on Environment and 
Developnent and the Environmental Perspective to the Year 2000 and Beyond, and in publications of 
wider appeal as well as in the popular press and on radio and television. 

(3) Efficiency 

25. Delay and lack of efficiency have character1zed the project th.-oughout its life and during 
the period when it was being prepared. 

26. The preparatory phase of RAC/SPA lasted for eight years, fr"GGI 1917 through 1984, 
overlapping for al~m~t two years with the period during which the project doct~~ent was being 
drafted and negotiated. 1 April, 1985, just after the project doctllleftt was finally signed, should 
be considered as the effective starting date for the schedule of inputs and activities. Frca then, 
despite the length of ti• during whtch the Centre and its require~~~ents and acthtties had already 
been the subject of consideration, it took al~m~t a year for staff and equi.-nt to be put in 
place. Such an unusual delay should have been taken as a signal of possible difficulties in 
i~~~ple~~entation. 

27. Bectuse apprQPrj.~l_!! trrangements were not lllde by the Tunisian authorities, adltinistrathe 
functions in support of RACISPA were perforwd by the UNDP office in Tunis unti 1 the end of 1987. 
UNOP held the funds which were tran•itted to it for operation of the Centre, placed orders and 
lllcle dtsburseMents on its behalf and provided the necessary stat.ents of account. This was an 
irregular procedure which was never covered by any fot'Wl agree~~~nt. UNDP was dissatisfied with 
the situation but nevertheless continued to provide the services which were necessary for the 
Centre to function • 

. 28. Equi.-nt and supplies c:.e to hand slwly during 1985 and part of 1986. For fear of •king 
a .tstake, there was, and apparently still is, sc. reluctance to be pra~pt in ordering needed 
•terials and supplies, e.g., library books. On a .,.. positive note, ud credit is due in this 
respect, there ts no evidence whatever of •is-spending or over-speRding. 
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29. C:C...nication facilities - telephone, telex, and •il handling - were also inadequte 
during that period ind ranain less than satisfactory now. There are frequent interruptions of 
telephone and telex and •il handling is very ti~s•ing. As a consequence, ~nications 
have often been frustrating and slow. - an unacceptable situation for an institution which has the 
facilttation of COIIIII.Inication 11110119 the Mediterranean countries as one of its priMe functions. 

30. The space which has been placed at the disposal of the Centre is quite lillited. A .,.. 
generao.IS allotment will be needed if the second full-ti• staff lllellber is reinstated and 
additional consultants and visiting workers are to be accan.dated. 

31. Throughout this period as well it has been i...,ossible to devise and provide an appropriate 
status for the international staff. There has also been an incident of a properly accredited 
representative of UNEP undertaking a mission to review the activities of the centre and in 
possession of a valid visa for Tunisia being deported at the port of entry. 

32. Offidals of MEOU and OCA/PAC bec:aiRe aware of the difficulties encountered during the 
start-up period, and dispatched three •issions to investigate the probleiRS and assist in their 
solution. These all took place in 1986, al1110st a year after the project docW~~ent had been signed. 
The first was undertaken in February, by M. Karlsen, then Fund Management Officer for OCAIPAC, and 
was to help prepare the 1986 budget and to see whether the centre was ready for its official 
opening. Recommendations were made for action to ameliorate sa~e of the difficulties referred to 
above. The second mission, in Septamer, intended as a follow-up to the first, was aborted because 
one of the partidpants , I. Oharat, Progr._ Officer at MEOU, was refused entry to the country; 
the other participant, N.Koshen, Fund Management Officer for OCA/PAC, undertook to follow-up in an 
informal way and prepared a useful report. The final aaission, lllade by Aldo Manos, COOrdinator of 
MEOU, in Noveni)er, had a n~J~t)er of objectives, but considerable attention was given to RACISPA 
matters. The cumulative effect of these missions was to accelerate the pace of start up and help 
in the so~ution of some of the administrative problems that were being encountered. 

33. Three causes may be adduced for the administrative shortCOMings that have been described. 

34. The first was that the allocations of responsibility were not, clearly defined. Most 
ia.,ortantly, there was no Memorandllll of Understanding containing a c·lear and CC!q)rehensive 
definition of what was expected of the Tunisian authorities. The project document did, of course, 
define reporting requirements, but, so far as can be detemined, whatever else they were to do 
became known to them only through occasional informal discussions. Thus, RAC/SPA was uncertain of 
its responsibilities. In addition, higher authorities in the Tunisian government seem not to have 
clearly understood the responsibilities that it, the government, was asslllled by MEDU and the other 
Contracting Parties to have taken on, and as result, RAC/SPA was not given the authority to do 
what it should have done. 

35. The situation within UNEP was unclear and CC~q)licated as well. Until 11 ftarch, 1987, when 
the Deputy Assistant Executive Director, OEFA, issued a me.orandun entitled Procedures to be used 
by Co-Ordinating Units for the Mediterranean and caribbean action plans in the Managaaent of 
Internal and External Projects of the action plans, definition of responsibility within UNEP had 
not been spelled out. Given the distance between the centres involved, this was sometiMeS the 
cause of considerable delay. Responsibilities are now clearly defined, but their exercise raaains 
a time-cons&~~~ing process. MEOU in Athens was and is, on behalf of the Contracting Parties, 
supposed to provide the first level of supervision and review. In Nairobi, OCAIPAC provides 
technical and policy overview and the Fund Progranne Management unit is responsible for 
adlrinistrat~1e and financial oversight on behalf of the Mediterranean Trust Fund. The relationship 
with IUCN in Gland, Switzerland, is also · involved: while, in the strictest sense, IUCN's 
adlllininstrative responsibility was and is limited to discharging its obligations to the staff 
lllellbers of RAC/SPA that are actually IUCN ..,loyees, it is frequently required to give advice 
related to the planning and execution of the progran~~~e. There is, therefore, often a requir.ent 
for c01111111nication with IUCN before decisions are taken, so that it might as well be considered as 
another responsibility centre. unti 1 March, 1987, there were, in effect, five centres of 
responsibility, none of which was carefully defined: this was clearly a recipe for adlrinistrativ~ 
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diHster. "'tle •tters hive now beeR clvifild, the IMIIIblr of centres of responsibtlit.,, the 
disunces thlt separate te.. Md tile retati• of -.Jar ....,....tbilitJ by the Fund conti .. to 
del_, the process of Dtntstration _. reclllc:e its efficiency. WMtMr the relew•t • n~les c. 
be interpreted so as to delepte ..-ter responsibilit., to IIEDU _. the Centre ts a •tter for 
exploration. 

36. The second ause of Dtnistrative shorta.ings •s a lKit of close supervision at the 
surt. This should hive been arranged by REDU. As noted, IIIEP's first •ission to the Centre MIS in 
FebrRry, 1986, al..st a yur after the project -.ant MIS ftully signed Md 11 -ths after tt 
•s presented to the Tunisia authorities for their ...,.-oval. HM _.tings been held to wort out 
arefully and in deuil the responsibilities to be dtschlrged by the princi,.l Ktors, it is 
likely thlt subsuntially fewer difficulties MOUld hive been encountered. 

37. The third ause of aclllrinistrative inefficiency, Mhich -.y flow fraa the first, is the 
failure of the local authorities to take the Ktions necessary for the efficient functioning of 
RACISPA. Thts ts reflected in the inadequacy of local direction Md adllinistrative support and the 
unsatisfactory sutus of the interutional suff. It his certainly been a hlndicap thlt the 
position of Director of the Centre his been filled on a ,.rt-ti• basis. Difficulties hive also 
been aused by the failure to provide quick and effective purchasing, accounting and other office 
support services. As a consequence, the scientific expert his lacked the full-ti• support of a 
senior official, ca.itted to the objectives of the Centre, prepared to get for it Mhat should be 
provided by the Gove,....t Md able to play a sti"''ftt represenutional role throughout the region. 
The scientific expert bas also been obliged to WISte ti• doing things that should be done by 
support staff. 

38. The adltinistrative inefficiencies that have been noted signifiantly reduced the rate at 
which the Centre ..as able to begin and arry on its scientific and technial work, not only at the 
Centre itself, but also in the field in Tunisia and elsewlaere in the region. This bas, of course, 
affected the rate of acCCIIIPlist.nt of the Centre's eight activities. Progress being slower than 
it •igbt have been, the i111p1ct of the Centre's work on collaborating countries was delayed and its 
effectiveness at least t811porarily reduced. 

39. In the sense that expenditures have not exceeded est1111tes, and that the production of 
outputs to date, lllhile delayed, has not required additional funding, financial efficiency has been 
satisfactory. 

(4) catalytic Role of UNEP 

40. In a li•ited sense the atalytic role of IIIEP bas been highly effective. During the early 
years of the -.:titerranean Action Plan, UNEP helped to pranote awareness of the value of natural 
areas in the region and the threats to which they were subject. This led to the decision of the 
Experts' tteettng on -.:titerranean Marine Parks and Wetlands in Tunis in 1977 that a Protocol on 
Specially Protected Areas should be prepared. Since 1985, the Contracting Parties have undertaken 
to support a protected areas progr..., fraa the -.:titerranean Trust Fund without any direct cost 
to the Environment Fund. 

41. In the sense that the establishllent of the Centre in Tunisia should have lead to a 
situation where that country would play a llljor and positive role in the development and 
acbievanent of the Centre's work, the catalysis has been ineffective. The Tunisian Director 
devotes less than 25 percent of his ti• to the project; the Tunisian expert is rarely at the 
Centre and bas not applied hi•elf to any of its activities. 

(5) Appropriateness of Project Design 

42. Correspondence between the objectives of the project and the activities included in the 
-original wrk plan and its first revision was less than satisfactory but the situation has 
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i11proved. The original project doc ... nt reflected a tentative concept of haw the Centre should 
operate and Mhat its work plan should be. Perhaps because of the expectation that the project 
would be extended once staff had been hired and becale f•iliar with the probl..s that they would 
face, the first work plan did not even fully reflect the statellent of activities that was 
contained in elsewhere in the project doc...nt. 

43. The first revision corrected one llljor inadequacy in the original project by •king 
appropriate provision for preparing the COIIpUter syst• to handle the data base, but it still did 
not cover all the activities foreseen in the project doc~~~~ent. 

44. Revision 2, signed two years after the original project, contained Major changes, and 
established the fona of the project that still exists. The work progr...e is arranged, •re 
logically than before, under the eight activities that are used as a frame of reference by this 
evaluation. A most useful feature of Rev.2 is that under the heading for each ongoing activity, 
there are two sub-headings, the first referring to work already COIIIPleted and the second to that 
which is to be ~leted during the project period. The CCIIIIPOfM!I't tasks for both ongoing and 
planned new activities are presented clearly and concisely. 

45. Revisions 3 and 4 retain the general structure established in Revision 2. Unfortunately, 
the sub-headings introduced in that revision, which made it so easy to follow the progress of the 
work, were not retained. 

46. Throughout the revisions as well as in the original project, there is a lack of realiSM 
about the length of time that it takes to do things even under the best of circumstances. In some 
cases, this may have been due to a considerable lapse of time between the preparation of the 
revision and its eventual signature and a consequent delay in getting on with the work. But this 
cannot be detennined with certainty because the doct~~~ents do not indicate the dates of their 
preparation. In other cases, it seems likely that there was a reluctance to adlit how long an 
activity might take to complete. 

47. Internal inconsistency in several of the project doct~~~ents (for example, in references to 
the number of case studies and in the terminology of meetings) suggests carelessness in their 
preparation and makes it difficult to follow the progress of the project. 

48. Neither the project doct~~~ent nor its revisions seem clearly to reflect the fact that 
RAC/SPA's operations 1111st be seen as a long tenn activity that will require long tenn support frail 
tho! Mediterranean Trust Fund. QUite apart frail the delays in getting the project underway and 
from the rather slow pace of activity that is a consequence of the present acbinistrative 
arrangement, it 1111st be recognized that governments do not usually react very quickly within the 
framework of an intergovernmental institution nor do they always move speedily in the conduct of 
the1r own •ff•1rs. Both these circwwsunces •1Hute •a-1nst r.p1d progress in the acc-..lation 
and exchange of information and in the creation of new protected areas. 

(6) Unanticipated Effects 

49. The project has not had any unanticipated effects. 

(1) Alternative Approaches 

50. The general approach to meeting the objectives of the Protocol and the project is 
satisfactory, but substantial IIIOdifications in local direction and acbinistration of the Centre 
are required. The reasons for change al"e outlined in Section IV. 3 Efficiency and the proposed 
changes are set out in Section Ill Reconlllendations. 
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Annex I 

Historical s .. ry 

1. A c011prehensive progranne for the protection, enhancement and rehabilitation of the 
environment of the Plediterranean Region, particularly the ~~~arine environment, was called for in 
1974 by the 2nd Session of the Governing Council of the United Nations Environ~~~ent Progr-.e 
(UNEP). An Action Plan to achieve those purposes was adopted at Barcelona in 1975 by the 
lntergovemnental Meeting on the Protection of the Plediterranean. Again in Barcelona in 1976, the 
Conference of Plenipotentiaries of the Coastal States of the Plediterranean Region for the 
Protection of the Mediterranean Sea adopted three regional agreements: a Convention for the 
Protection of the Mediterranean Sea against Pollution; a Protocol for the Prevention of Pollution 
by o....,ing and a Protocol for ConOiting Pollution by Oil and other Harmful Substances. 

2. The Convention is an wmrella agreement which defines an obligation· not only to cCJid)at 
pollution, but also • to protect and enhance the marine environment •• •. In' accordance with this 
obligation, and following the Expert's Meeting on Mediterranean ~rine Parks and wetlands (Tunis, 
1971) as well as related discussions and negotiations at the First Meeting of the Contracting 
Parties to the Convention (Geneva, 1979), the Intergoverrnental Meeting of Mediterranean Coastal 
States (Barcelona, 1980), the Intergovernmental Meeting on Plediterranean Specially Protected Areas 
(Athens, 1980) and the Second Meeting of the Contracting Parties (cannes, 1981), a Protocol 
concerning Plediterranean Specially Protected Areas (the SPA Protocol) was adopted by the 
Conference of Plenipotentiaries in Geneva in 1982. Specific provisions of the Protocol will be 
mentioned in the following pages as appropriate. 

3. Article 12 of the SPA Protocol calls for the establisllnent of a • co-operation progr-..e to 
co-ordinate the establistlnent, planning, ~~~anagement and conservation of protected areas, with a 
view to creating a network of protected areas ••• • and for • regular exchanges of info..-tion 
concerning the characteristics of the protected areas, the experience acquired and the problaas 
encountered. • While the Protocol does not require the establistwnent of a Centre especially to 
undertake those activities, it is clear that some sort of institutional arrangements were needed. 
Indeed the desirability of creating a Centre to promote and coordinate activities related to 
protected areas had been mentioned from the beginning of the discussions which lead to the 
adoption of the Protocol, and Tunisia had several times expressed interest in acting as its host. 
At the Intergovemnental Meeting in Athens in 1980 it was agreed, subject to a reservation by 
Israel, to rec011111end to the Second Meeting of the Parties that the offer of Tunisia to host the 
Centre should be accepted. 

4. During 1981, arrangements for the establistwnent and operation of the Centre becallle the 
·subject of correspondence between lltEP and the Tunisian authorities. 

S. So that RAC/SPA and other Regional Activity Centres being established within the frc111ew0rk 
of the Plediterranean Action Plan (MP) would have the greatest possible benefidal i..,act on the 
countries where they were located, it was decided at the Meeting of the Contracting Parties in 
cannes in 1981 that each should • operate as a national institution with a regional role to play 
•. Principles that should govern the operation of all the regional centres were considered by the 
Bureau of the Contracting Parties at its .eting in Athens in 1983 (UNEP/8UR/18/Corr.1). It was 
agreed then that: 

- the AACs are national institutions with regional role assigned to them by the contracting 
Parties; 

- the financial support to AACs is provided through projects signed bet~ thai and the 
secretariat; 
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- the staff of RACs under such projects is recru;ted by RACs under prevailing staffing 
policies (salaries, social security, pensions, etc., ) of the host country; 

- appropriate adjustments should be made in the salaries of the internationally recruited 
staff of RACs; 

- the recruitllent of the international staff should be based on vancancy announcements 
circulated by the ftecliterranean Unit to all MP National Focal Points; and 

- it is expected that prov1s1ons will be made by the ..eo Unit for the relevant national 
authorities of the host countries to exeq»t from taxes the equipment and, if possible, 
the salaries provided from resources of the Trust Fund. 

6. Another element in the preparations for the establishment of the Centre was reflected in a 
request to UNEP and IUCN to help prepare a programme of work that the Centre might usefully carry 
out. The work programme, which could not be definitive at such an early stage, was set out by 
IUCN: it elaborated ideas of what should be done that had been current for several years and that 
had, indeed, been called for in a general way by the Protocol. PropOsed activities included 
preparation and maintenance of a directory of protected areas (a requirement of Article 8 of the 
Protocol), assembly of data concerning the status of various ftecliterranean habitats and species 
(Articles 3 and 10), provision of support for'the establishment and management of pilot parks and 
reserves (Articles 3, 1, 9 and 15), preparation and dissemination of information (Articles 8, 11 
and 14), assistance in training (Article 15) and promotion of specific research projects (Articles 
10 and 13). 

1. Early in 1983, anticipating that work would be underway by June of that year, drafting of a 
project document for support of the Centre was begun and a first draft was sent to the Tunisian 
authorities on 13 fltay, 1983. However the Centre was not ready to begin work as soon as had been 
expected, and following additional consultations, it proved necessary to negotiate an agreement 
for technical support (in effect, a sub-contract between the Centre and IUCN). In the event, the 
UNEP-RAC/SPA project was not signed by UNEP until 29 September, 1984 and the RAC/SPA - IUCN 
agreement was signed by RAC/SPA on 25 March, 1985. 

8. Thus the preparatory phase for RAC/SPA can be said to have extended from 1974 through 1984. 
Even though the project document scheduled certain activities to be begun in September, 1984, it 
would seem more reasonable to consider 1 Apri 1, 1985 as the starting date for scheduling inputs 
and activities. 

9. An annotated list coq>r1smg the project document and its revisions and the agreements 
between RAC/SPA and IUCN appears in annex III. 

10. Activities undertaken by the Centre are intended to relate to the 18 countries of the 
ftecliterranean Basin. In fact, Albania does not participate in any of the ~DPLAN activities. While 
neither Lebanon, Libya, Monaco, Morocco nor Syria have yet ratified the SPA Protocol, Syria, 
Morocco and Libya have appointed SPA focal points. On the other hand, Cyprus and Malta have 
ratified the Protocol but have yet to name persons to serve as focal points. Countries that have 
both ratified the Protocol and appointed focal points are Algeria, Egypt, France, Greece, Israel, 
Italy, Spain, Tunisia, Turkey and Yugoslavia. So also has the European Economic Community 
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Annex II 

Objectives of the project 

1. The stated objectives of the project, which have re~~ained unchanged through four revisions, 
are as follows: 

Z. The long tel"'ll objective is • to help pf'CIIII)te the develop~~~mt of a network of protected 
111rine and coastal areas and to encourage regional co-operation in this field, in order to 
safeguard in particular: 

(a) sites of biological and ecological value ( the genetic diversity, as well as 
satisfactory population levels, of species and their breeding grounds and habitats; 
representative types of ecosysteiiS, as well as ecological processes); and 

I 

(b) sites of particular importance because of their scientific, aesthetic, historical 
archaelogical, culturalor educational interest. 

3. The short-tel"lll objectives are: 

(a) to collect and analyze infonnation on the current situation of ~iterranean specially 
protected marine and coastal areas (existing and potential); 

(b) to prepare methods and guidelines for selecting, establishing and managing protected 
marine and coastal areas; 

(c) to facilitate (the collection and dissemination of) infonnation on all aspects of 
national efforts concerning the establistlnent and management of protected coastal and 
marine areas; 

(d) to assist ~iterranean governments in the technical implementation of the protocol, in 
particular with regards to specially protected areas, and to establish connections 
among specially protected areas; 

(e) to co-operate with other components of the ~iterranean Action Plan, in particular the 
~ Pol propgranme and the project on aquaculture (PAP); 

(f) to organize training activities for researchers and managers of specially protected 
areas in several model ~iterranean areas; and 

(g) to stinulate through collaboration with governments and international organizations 
additional investment for the establistlnent of protected areas considered priority 
areas.• 

4. To the foregoing should be added another objective, not ment:;oned in the project doct~~~ent, 
but often referred to by persons concerned with it. It could be stated as follows: 

to strengthen national institutions and capabilities in the host country though 
transfer of technology, training and active involvement in large-scale regional 
activities. 
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S. While the objectives have not been changed since they were first fol"'llllated, the long ter. 
objectives have been given greater precision by the Genoa Declaration of 1985. Pleeting in Genoa in 
September, 1985, the Contracting Parties to the Convention agreed on targets to be achieved as a 
matter of priority during the the second decade of the Mediterranean Action Plan. Targets relating 
to specially protected areas were the following: 

"17 (g) identification and protection of at least 100 coastal historic sites of canon 
interest; 

(h) identification and protection of at least SO new marine and coastal sites or reserves of 
Mediterranean interest;• 

6. The Genoa Declaration thus gave at least a first dimension to the phrase "long tel"'l", by 
calling for a significant and nllllerically defined degree of i..,lementation of the long terwt 
objectives by the end of the second decade of the MP Plan, i.e. by 1995. 
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Annex Ill 

The Project doc~.~~~ents 

1. Project fE/5102 - 84 - 02 (2466): Project Action Sheet signed by the Chief, Fund Progr...e 
Management Branch, 15 January 1985, was to have a duration fran OCtober 1984 to Oecamer 1985; the 
supporting organization was the Regional Activity Centre for Specially Protected Areas, c/o 
Institute National Scientifique et Technique d'OCeanographie et de Peche (INSTOP), Salanllbo, 
Tunisia. 

2. Revision 1: signed 21 Apri1,1986; extended the duration of the project through Decellber, 
1986, transferred an encumered balance into 1986, added to the cost and amended the work plan and 
ti• table. 

3. Revision 2: signed 17 February 1987; extended the duration of the project through Oecamer, 
1987 and made provisions of the same nature as those decribed for Revision 1. 

4. Revision 3: signed 19 June, 1987; provided for further adjustment of costs. 

5. Revision 4: signed 28 March, 1988; extended the project to Oecamer, 1988, adjusted the 
costs, workplan and schedule accordingly and provided for this evaluation. 

Agreements with IUCN 

6. IUCN Project 9112 ( 1): Agreement signed 18 January 1985 by IUCN and 25 March, 1985 by 
RAC/SPA; was to have a duration of 18 months between 1 January, 1985 and 31 August, 1986; because 
of the unexpected length of ti• that elapsed before the IUCN consultants were hired and began 
their work, it was agreed that the project could be deemed to have begun on 1 September, 1985 and 
could remain in force until 28 February, 1987 ( I could find no project revision certifying this 
agreement, but the matter was agreed in correspondence between Hiltbrunner (IUCN) and Jeftic 
(MEOU) in July, 1985). 

1. IUCN Proiect 9112 (2): a first version was signed by IUCN 4 March, 1987, but this was 
replaced by a second version signed by both parties during July, 1987; the second version 
clarified the activities to be carried out by IUCN and limited its responsibilities, in effect 
giving greater responsibility to RAC/SPA. This project extended the duration of activities and 
made appropriate adjust.nts to costs, workplan and schedule. 

8. IUCN Project 9112 (for the year 1988): this contract, apparently signed in late February, 
1988, did not alter but further clarified the relationship between IUCN and RACISPA; it provided 
that IUCN make available to RAC/SPA a doc~.~~~entalist, an expert on protected areas, other 
consultants as required and general support and assistance as might be agreed upon with the 
Director of the Centre and within the budget 

9. Avenant: this amendment, signed by the two parties on 24 and 26 May, 1988, reduced the 
costs in accordance with a reduced flow of inco. to- the Trust Fund, detailed the nature of 
certain expenditures and extended the duration of the agreement to 31 December, 1988. 
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Annex IV 

Terms of reference 
and 

Itinerary for the Evaluation 

1. Under the general guidance of the Director, OCA/PAC, the consultant will prepare a detailed 
evaluation of the achieven~ents and shortcomings of project PE/5102-84-02 •support to Regional 
Activity Centre for Mediterranean Specially Protected Areas•, including the evaluation of 
activities which led to the establishment of the project. 

2. As part of his assignnent, the consultant will visit the major parties involved in the 
implementation and supervision of the project, i.e. 

-Acting Assistant Executive Director (Fund and Administration), ~EP, Nairobi; 

- Director and Fund Management Officer, OCA/PAC, UNEP, Nairobi; 

- Co-ordinator and relevant Programne and Fund Management Officers, co-ordinating Unit for 
the Mediterranean Action Plan (MEOU), UNEP, Athens; 

- Marine Programne Officer and other relevant staff, International Union for COnservation 
of Nature and Natural Resources (IUCN), Gland; and 

-Director and staff, Regional Activity Centre for Specially Protected Areas (SPAIRCU), 
Tunis. 

in order to obtain the infonmation needed for his work. 

Specifically, the consultant will: 

- examine documentation and reports relevant to the project; 

- identify the project's outputs and evaluate their quality; 

- review, if any, the distribution of written outputs to detennine their possible impact; 

- compare the achieved project results with those envisaged to be achieved according to the 
project document; 

- compare the timetable of project activities envisaged according to the project document 
with the actual delivery of the outputs and identify the causes of experienced delays; 

- analyze the effectiveness of the support provided to the project by PEOO, SPAIRAC, IUCN 
and UNEP Headquarters; 

- evaluate the adlninistrative and financial management of the project, and its 
cost-effectiveness; 

- identify the main problems and shortcomings encountered in the project's iiiiPlt!llentatton, 
including their causes, and extract the lessons to be learned from these; and 

- prepare reCOIIIIIendations for improved management (acbinistrative, financial and 
scientific) of the project. 
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3. The report of the ~sul tant wi 11 be sat tted to the Director, OCAIPAC wt th a copy of the 
(a) Acting Assistant Executive Director, Fund and Mlrinistration, and (b) Acting Chief, Folla.Hp 
and Evaluation Section. 

4. One nan-«mth of work is envisaged as necessary to CCllllplete the task. 

ITINERARY 

7 - 8 June, 1988 Gland 

lZ - 15 June, 1988 Athens 

16 - 18 June, 1988 Tunis 

Z7 June - 19 July 1988 Nairobi 

Persons Interviewed 

IUCN 
Danny Elder, Marine Progran.e 

Officer 
U. Hiltbrunner, Project Officer. 

ftEOU 
Aldo Manos, Coordinator · 
I. Dharat, Programme Officer 
C. Marx, Administrative Officer 
Hellenic Society for Protection 
of Nature 
Byron Antipas 

liiJP 
Fawaz Fokeladah, Resident 

Representative 
IC. Weijnen, Deputy Resident 

Representative 
Government of Tunisia 
Hedia Baccar 
Alcrout Hassen, Canissioner of 

Fisheries 

RAC/SPA 
Haj Ali, Director 
Alain Je~ de Grissac, 

Scientific Expert 

UNEP 
A. Brough, Acting Assistant 

Executive Director, Fund and 
Administration 

S. Keckes, Director, OCA/PAC 
B. Nielsen, OCAIPAC 
N. Koshen, OCAIPAC 
E. Ortega, Environment Fund 
M. Karlsen, Environment Fund 
A. Buonajuti, Acting Chief, 

Follow-up and Evaluation 
Section 
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Annex Y 

Reports 

1. Reports on the activities of the Centre, required to comply with regulations for project 
management, have been submitted as follows: 

(1) Septent»er 1985 - March 1986 

(2) Apri 1 1986 - Septent»er 1986 

(3) October 1986 - Oecent»er 1986 

(4) Septent»er 1985 - Decent»er 1986 (st~~~~~ary) 

(5) Octobert 1986 - March 1987 

(6) April 1987 - Septent»er 1987 

(7) October, 1987 - "arch 1988 

(8) January 1987 - Decent»er 1987 ( Stlllllary) 

2. Reports of a similarly general nature have also been prepared for presentation to meetings 
as follows: 

(1) Report of the Regional Activity Centre for Specially Protected Areas, Progranme 
Development 1985 - 1986 - prepared for First ~eting of the National Focal Points, 1 -4 June, 
1987. UNEP!YJ 163/3 

(Z) ProgrMs Report on the Work of the Specially Protected Areas/ Regional Activity 
Centre (SPAIRAC) during 1987 and Proposed Activities and Budgetary Requirements for 1988/1989 -
prepared for the First ~ting of the Scientific and Technical Committee, 23 - 27 May, 1988. UNEP 
(OCA)/"EO WG.l/10 
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Annex VI 

Scheduling of inputs and activities and production of outputs 

1. !!!~!!!!!. are the f"nds, services, staff, equipment and supplies needed to execute the 
project. Funds are provided by the fltediterranean Trust Fund and achinistered by the Fund Progranae 
Management Branch, UNEP, Nairobi. Services required by the project include those provided as 
counterpart contributions by the supporting organization, INSTOP, an agency of the host 
government; and those provided by IUCN under the tenns of its agreements with RAC/SPA. 
Equipment and supplies have been secured fron commercial suppliers. Staff are provided by INSTOP 
and UNEP as noted in annex II. 

Z. Activities are what is done using inputs to meet the objectives of the project, in other 
words, to produce outputs. 

The following statement of the activities envisaged for RAC/SPA, which has not since been 
amended, appeared in the original project docllllent 

(l).collect infonmation on existing specially protected areas in the fltediterranean, and on 
areas requiring special protection, according to the criteria and guidelines for the 
selection, establishment and management of fltediterranean marine and coastal areas 
approved by the Intergovernmental Meeting Mediterranean Specially Protected Areas 
(Athens, 13 - 17 October, 1983); 

(Z) assist the interested coastal states in surveying areas that may require special 
protection according to those criteria and guidelines; 

(3) collect infonmation on national and local legislation concerning protected areas and 
species; 

(4) assist the interested coastal states in the establishment and management of specially 
protected areas; 

(5) to organize expert meetings and workshops to deal with the scientific and technical 
aspects regarding Mediterranean specially protectted areas; and 

(6) to organize training exercises for researchers and managers of specially protected 
areas. 

3. Outouts are reports, publications, trained staff etc., as defined in the project doc1111ent, 
and other accoq»listwnents that may be deemed to reflect achievement of the project objectives, for 
ex..,le, an increase in the nlJIIC)ers of protected areas in the Mediterranean Basin in accordance 
with the targets expressed in the Genoa Declaration. 

4. Delivery of inputs, duration of activities and the production of outputs are scbeduled by 1 
work plan. Reference to work plans, as state~~ents of intent, and to project reports, as statellents 
of what happened arK' at was produced, are expected to provide the essentia 1 data-· for evaluating 
efficiency in executing. a project. A listing of reports on the activities of the Centre is 
presented in annex Y. 

5. In the following paragraphs, the various inputs, activities and outputs agreed fro. ti~ to 
time are described under headings related to the start-up of the Centre and to its ~~ajor groups of 
activities. · 
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START IF ACTIVITIES: Staffina; procure~~~ent of space. facilities, equi_,.t and supplies for 
the office and for necessar:y field wort; and the establtslllent of appropriate adllinistrathe 
procedures 

6. The original project docunent envisaged that the expert and the doc~~~~entaltst would be 
recruited, all equipment acquired (and presumably also that the Director would assume his duties) 
by the end of 1984. As H turned out the documentalist was recruited in July, 1985, the expert one 
month later and the bilingual secretary by the end of 1985; the Director is stated to have ass..-d 
his duties (part-time) on 1 ftarch, 1986. Most equipment was on hand by the end of 1985 rather than 
1984, although the vehicle required for field work was not available for use until Septener, 
1986. Telephone and telex service and mail handling were mst unsatisfactory for a long time and 
remain inadequate at this ti.e. 

1. As regards achinistration, the project document states that •the contribution of RACISPA 
is provided in kind and services and consists of •.• secretarial and other achinistrative assistance 
in personnel and material, ~ich will cover the needs of the project• ; it provides explicitly and 
in detail for the preparation and submission by RACISPA of half-yearly progress reports and a 
tenminal report, of project expenditure accounts and cash advance accounts and for the maintenance 
of records of equipment. There was considerable delay in establishing within RACISPA an 
achinistrative capability that could match those requirements. Through 1986 and mch of 1987 the 
local office of UNOP made disbursements and kept accounts in respect of all the Centre's 
activities. The need to do so arose fran the fact that the Centre was not authorized by the 
Tunisian authorities to maintain an external account, within which the funds received fran the 
Trust Fund could be deposited and fran which necessary expenses could be paid. This matter has 
been resolved only within the last few mnths. The fonmat and routing of routine reports from the 
Centre was unsatisfactory throughout 1986 and mch of 1987. This difficulty too has now been 
resolved. 

8. The status in Tunisia of the international staff of RAC/SPA has been and remains 
unsatisfactory - in fact, it should probably be tenmed unacceptable. The scientific expert and, 
while she was on staff, the documentalist have the status of tourists in Tunisia covered by three 
month visas. They need to leave the country and return in order to renew their visas. They have 
none of the privileges which are ordinarily associated with work of an international nature in a 
foreign country. 

ACTIVITY 1: Establishment of a data base for existing and potential •specially Protected Areas• 
in the Mediterranean Region and preparation of a Directory of existing •specially 
Protected Areas• in the Mediterranean 

9. In the original project document it was proposed that the data base would be developed 
during the period October, 1984 to August, 1985, that the Directory would be ready for publication 
by 15 June, 1985 and that it would be published in French and English by 1 September, 1985. It was 
also planned that mch of the required data would be collected by consultants in the various 
countries concerned. Revisions 1 (21 April, 1986) and 2 (17 February, 1987) extended the target 
dates for relevant sub-activities: in addition, Revision 1 took account of the prior need to 
prepare the coq»uter systan to accomodate the data base, and Revision 2 reflected an apparent 
decision to abandon the idea of using consultants in each of the countries to gather the required 
data. According to Revision 2, the Directory and associated maps should be published, translated 
and distributed by June, 1987. In fact, a draft of the Directory and of the associated maps was 
presented to the meeting of the national focal points held in Athens 1-4 June, 1987 where it was 
decided that mre time should be made available to countries to provide relevant infonmation. 
Revisions 3 (19 June, 1987) and 4 (28 March, 1988) took account of the need to obtain additional 
input fran countries and extended the deadline for updating of the Directory and maps somewhat 
anbiguously to •January and Oecener 1988•. 

10. The present text of the Directory requires only careful copy editing before the English 
version, including indicative maps, is ready for publication. Presumably as a counterpart 
contribution, RAC/SPA plans to publish an edition of 500 to 1000 copies in a sia.,le, inexpensive 
fonmat by SeptenCH!r 1988. The French edition will be published six mnths later. 
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ACTIVITY 2: Preparation of a popular booklet on •Specially Protected Areas• in the ftediterranean 

ll. A popular booklet on protected areas in the ftediterranean was first _..tioned in Revision 2 
(February, 1987) where, under the heading C<»FLETED IN 1986, •Preparation of papers describing the 
Centre's activlties and organization, the data base and the ftediterranean protected areas. • is 
noted and where it is projected that the draft booklet, which would include • photographic 
docwnentation•, would be ready by July 1987. Neither the character and fo,_t of the booklet nor 
its purpose and targets are clearly described in any of the Revisions. Nowhere is it lllilde clear 
what the cost of publication would be or who would pay it. In Revision 3 (June, 1987), the draft 
booklet was noted as an output scheduled for ~. 1987 (preslftlbly a typographical error), and 
in the work plan preparation of the popular booklet was targetted for August, 1987. In Revision 4 
(Ptarch, 1988), the target date for the draft booklet is shown as ftarch, 1988, but no date is given 
for it under the heading OUtputs. 

12. The French text of the booklet has been prepared. It now reflects addltional infomation 
recently supplied by countries. ftaterial for illustrations is available. A final draft will be 
c~leted by Septentler, 1988. It is proposed that the fomat will be similar to the popular 
booklet •Mediterranean Action Plan•, although it will have fewer pages; the first edition, which 
will be in French, will be of 3000 copies. ' 

ACTIVITY 3: Preparation of criteria, methods and guidelines necessarx for the selection, 
establishment and management of marine and coastal specially protected areas in the 
Mediterranean region 

13. This activity, with which was linked extensive practical work in Tunisia in the fonn of 
case studies for the application of the guidelines, was foreseen in the original project docu.ent 
to begin as soon as the project got underway and to culminate in the publication of the guidelines 
and the results of the case studies in May, 1986. It was also proposed that before their 
publication there should be a seminar on protected areas to review concrete cases of ongoing work 
and analyze the guidelines. 

14. Under the heading Outputs in Revision 1 (April, 1986), the first draft of the criteria, 
methods and guidelines doc~~~~ent was to be ready in April, 1986 and the final version in Decentler, 
1986. In the work plan included in Revision 1, references are made to preparations for a 
"workshop", presumably more or less the same thing as the seminar proposed in the project 
document, the results of which were to be prepared for publication in December, 1986. 

15. In Revision 2 (February, 1987), the guidelines and case studies are projected for 
publication in August, 1987 and, under a different Activity heading, namely Activity 4: 
Consultation on Specially Protected Areas and Monk Seal Conservation, a "Consultation on 
Pledlterranean Specially Protected Areas", again presumably the event first referred to as a 
seminar and then as a workshop, is scheduled for January, 1987. 

16. In Revision 3 (June, 1987), guidelines and six case studies are still planned as outputs in 
August, 1987; the work plan again refers, under Activity 4, to the preparation and convening of 
what is once more tenned a workshop of experts on guidelines for protected areas in Oeced»er, 1986 
and January, 1987. That meeting, which dealt with criteria and guidelines for the selection of 
Mediterranean marine and coastal areas for protection, took place in Arles, France on 27-28 
January, 1987. The draft guidelines were reviewed by the meeting of the SPA national focal points 
in June, 1987 and were taken note of by the Fifth Meeting of the Contracting Parties to the 
Convention in Septed»er, 1987. A bilingual brochure entitled "Guidelines for the Selection, 
Establishment, Management and- Notification of Infomation on ftarine and Coastal Protected Areas in 
the Mediterranean" was published in an edition of 500 copies by RAC/SPA in Deced»ert, 1987. 

11. In Revision 4 (ftarch, 1988). "translation and publication of case studies• is noted under 
Activity 3 as a continuous activity. No reference 1s made to the case studies under the heading 
Outputs. 
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18. In fact, the following case studies have been available as working doc~~~~ents since the 
national focal points meeting in June, 1987: 

Case Study 1: le benthos marin de l'tle de Zeni>ra (Pare National, Tunisie) 

Case Study Z: Synthese des etudes relatives a la partie terrestre de l'tle de Zeni>ra 
(Tunisie) 

Case Study 3: Etude de l'evolution du statut du Phoque ~ine en Tunisie et dans l'arehipel 
de la Galite. Propositions pour une gestion regionale 

Case Study 4: La gestion d'un espace protege en Mediterranee. Exan.,le du Pare National de 
Port-Cros (Var, France) 

Case Study 5: Biogenic constructions in the ~iterranean: a review. 

ACTIVITY 4: Consultation on Specially Protected Areas and ~nk Seal Conservation 

19. This activity is first referred to in Revision Z (February, '1987). The first element, 
consultation on protected areas, was originally included in Activity 3 and is reported on under 
that heading above. 

20. In respect of conservation of monk seals, the second element in this activity, Revision Z 
schedules preparation for and convening of a Joint IUCN/UNEP Expert Consultation on the Status and 
Conservation of the ~iterranean ~nk Seal during the period Deceni>er, 1986 to Play, 1987. In 
fact, it was intended that the meeting should be held back-to-back with the meeting of national 
focal points to facilitate participation by the focal points. This, however, did not prove 
possible and therefore Revision 3 (June, 1987) rescheduled the consultation for the third quarter 
of 1987. That also was not possible and as a consequence Revision 4 (fllarch, 1988) refers to the 
consultation as taking place in January, 1988, which, in fact, it did. 

ll. The output of the consultation was an Action Plan for the Conservation of the ~nk Seal, 
which has been distributed to the governments of the Contracting Parties and to interested 
individuals and organizations. 

ACTIVITY 5: Enlargement of the Data Base 

22. This activity, first referred to in Revision 2 (February, 1987), covers: 

(1) the preparation and publication of a • bibliography of ~iterranean protected areas 
(including endangered ecosystems and species)•, scheduled for Noveni>er, 1987; 

(Z) preparation of an annual report of the countries' activities related to marine and 
coastal protected areas and to the protection of the marine environment, to be 
transmitted to the MEOPLAN Coordinating Unit by Oeceni>er, 1987; 

(3) preparation and publication of a report on proposed and potential marine and coastal 
protected areas on the basis of the Government • s questionnaires (the Governments' 
responses to questionnaires ?) and available documentation, also scheduled for 
Deceni>er, 1987; 

(4) preliminary •development of a computer program for the select1on of marine and 
coastal protected areas, in accordance with other international pr'ogrcliiS •, 
unschedu 1 ed; and 

(5) establishment of a network of experts and preparation of a list of experts in marine 
and coastal protected areas in cooperation with the national focal points, the 
hternational organizations and the reasearch centers in the ~iterranean region, 
also unscheduled. 
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23. Revision 3 (June, 1987) extended the deadline for preparation of the bibliography to 
Novaar, 1987 and for the reports on countries' activities and proposed and potential protected 
areas to DecentN!r, 1987. Other sub-activities were noted as continuous and in Revision 4 all 
sub-activities were tenmed continuous. 

24. As of 1 July, 1988 the status of the foregoing sub-activities was as follows: 

(1) the bibliography is available on diskettes in the dBase III format, which enables 
searching and listing in a variety of formats. Copies of the diskettes can be made 
avilable to any of the participating countries or organizations; 

(2) annual reports on countries' activities have not been prepared; 

(3) data are available and the report is expected to be c~leted soon; 

(4) preliminary worlt has been done; 

(5) the network exists and is serviced by IUCN'S Cornission on Ecology·. It has met twice, 
once at Arles, as noted earlier, to consider criteria and' guidelines for the 
selection of protected areas and, a second time, in Cyprus, to make specific 
recommendations for the establishment of additional protected areas, particularly in 
the countries on the northern coast of the ~iterranean. Another meeting, planned to 
focus on the southern coast will be held in Tunis in 1988. 

ACTIVITY 6: Assistance to Countries' Activities 

25. This activity, which is made up of a number of c~nents, first appears in Revision 2 and 
was seen from the start as being continuous. The ~nents include assistance in surveying marine 
and coastal areas and selecting those that should be protected; assistance in the establishment of 
protected areas and the preparation of a general document on legislation covering marine and 
protected areas; assistance in management including the preparation of model management plans and 
the continuation of relevant case studies. 

26. In addition to the field work in Tunisia already noted, expert missions to provide 
assistance in accordance with the needs of the countries concerned were made to ~lta and Israel 
in 1988. In response to requests, expert missions wi 11 be undertaken as soon as possible to 
Turkey, Egypt, Libya and Syria, and to Rhodos in Greece, where the mission will contribute to the 
broad study of land use planning being coordinated by UNEP for the government of Greece and the 
local authorities. The Director of RAC/SPA has visited Algeria and libya: the request for an 
expert mission was a consequence of his visit. 

27. Assistance to countries in the selection of marine sites of primarily historic and cultural 
interest will be greatly facilitated by a major body of data on sub ... rine archaeology that is 
being made available to the Centre through IUCN. A consultancy to process the data is being 
arranged. 

28. A junior officer has been 111de avilable by the government of France to worlt with IUCN's 
Environmental law_ Centre in undertaking a survey of relevant existing law and preparing guidelines 
for model legislation. 

ACTIVITY 7: Education and Training 

29. This activity was first Mentioned in Revision 2 (February, 1987). The worlt to be 
undertaken, all of which was terwd continuous, was defined as the preparation of technical 
docunents for education and training, (training in ?) Methods for the establishment and use of 
c~uterized data bases, preliminary evaluation of countries• needs in training and investigation 
of possibilities for carrying out training. 
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30. Info,.tion leaflets on turtles and cetaceans have been prepared. 

31. Teachers fro. Tunisian schools have visited RACISPA. 

32. Infonnation on the layout and operation of a •sentier marin• - a sub-marine nature trail -
has been made available by the authorities at the Port-Clos National Park in France. 

ACTIVITY 8: Infonnation and Colmllnication 

33. This activity also was first contt!q)lated by the preparation of Revision 2 (February, 
1987). It includes participation at conferences and seminars; assistance in the coordination of 
promotional activities; in.,rovement of infonnation exchange with national focal points, fiEDPt.M 
RACs and others; provision of data and doct~nents; surveying, acquisition and provision of 
infonnative material; preparation of a feasibility stu~ on the establishment of a video and photo 
library; and preparation of a newsletter on the activities of the Centre. All sub-activities are 
termed continuous except for the preparation of a newsletter, which is scheduled for December, 
1987. 

34. One edition of the newsletter has been prepared. Conferences and seminars in which RAC/SPA 
has been involved are mentioned in other parts of the report as appropriate. 
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Annex VII 

Costs 

1. The costs of the project to date (including the aiiOUnt it is estimated wi 11 be spent in 
1988) are shown by year and source of funds to meet theiR as follows: 

PIED Trust Fund SPA/RAC TOTAL+ 

1985 134,131 100,000 234,131 

1986 128,143 50,000 118,143 

1987 309,127 50,000 359,127 

1988 169,250 50,000 219,250 

GRANO TOTAL 740,651 250,000 990,651 

2. It is notable that the project has not received any contributions from the Environment Fund. 
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Annex VIII 

Staff 

-
*Director (part-ti•): Hadj Ali Salem, 7 March, 1986 to present ( Also serves as Director of 

INSTOP). Part-ti• considered to be less than one quarter ti•. 

Scientific Expert: Alain Jeudy de Grissac, 1 Septamer, 1985 to present (IUCN l!q)loyee). 

Scientific documentalist: Francesca Nazarro, July, 1985 to 28 February, 1987 (IUCN 
l!q)loyee); since February, 1987 documentalist functions perforwd by· short-term consultants 
prov;ded by IUCN, Arthur Dahl (2 months) and M;chael Eberly (2 months). ' 

*Scientist: Karim ben Mustapha, stated to have been •at the disposal of the Centre since 7 
March, 1986 • (UNEPAG. 163/3). No evidence of his work was seen. 

Secretary: Raoudha Sali, 1 Oecamer, 1985 to June, 1988. 

*Driver/Technical Assistant: Moncef Bissi, • on the INSTOP staff, tl!q)Orari1y on loan to the 
Centre since 1 August, 1986- (UNEPIWG.163/3) 

* Staff provided by INSTOP 




